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Audio Message We are all in this Together!

As we see for ourselves, every day presents a new opportunity for us to direct our buying power to
support the products made and the services provided by American workers.  In the last few years store
owners have reported that they are trying to feature a larger selection of American made items,
however, they report that the supply of American made products must continue to grow to keep up with
the growing demand from America’s consumers.

Feedback from store owners and supporters have shown that our
efforts are focused on “MORE JOBS IN AMERICA” is also
growing. It shows that by supporting American made
TOGETHER, America’s businesses will have more opportunities
to realize the 50/50 balance between American made and foreign
made products we have been promoting for the last 19 years.

30 years ago most of us never thought so many Americans
would have experienced the loss of jobs and job skills to foreign competitors. Fortunately, in the last
few years business owners have seen that Americans without jobs are focused on basic life needs and
unable to spend money on additional purchases no matter how much they cost and no matter where
they are made.

With your cooperation and the recent national business tax reductions and reduced regulations,
more businesses are expanding in the United States, which helps to keep Americans employed in
manufacturing and competing with foreign made products that have been flooding the American
market for years.

Thanks for your participation. Kindly spread the word to family and friends and encourage them to
support the Buy American Made Campaign.

This is Michael Blichasz.  Every Wednesday from 11 A.M. to 12 noon, tune in to American Workers
Radio on 860 AM serving Philadelphia and the Tri-State area. You can also listen live or to
rebroadcasts from anywhere in the world from the easy access links located on the front page
of: AmericanWorkersRadio.com.


